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INTRO

PizzaInu is a meme token following CZ’s adaptation to the 

crypto market and celebrating the 10th anniversary of Bitcoin 

Pizza Day. We bring investors money, lots of fun, safety, and …

some pizzas as well. Remember Laszlo Hanyecz? The guy who 

spent 10K $BTC to buy a pair of Papa Johns pizza pies. At this 

moment, it’s worth over $3.9 billion!


Don’t miss this opportunity with PizzaInu! $PINU token now is 

as cheap as a pizza, and you wouldn’t want to buy a pizza for 

more than $4 billion dollars, right?


Then what are you waiting for? Join us right now before PizzaInu 

becomes a billion-dollar pizza!


Game on!!!

IZZA INU

ABOUT

PizzaInu is a trendy initiative on the BSC network and run by an 

experienced team. Like CZ, we’re big fans of pizza and we want 

to spread our love to all people in the world. We build PizzaInu as 

a community-centric model, in which 100% Liquidity Pool will 

be locked and the ownership will also be renounced.

PizzaInu is a completely decentralized endeavor with awesome 

$BNB rewards for holders. The community-driven system is what 

we’re aiming for and our team is working hard to expand 

PizzaInu’s ecosystem, and make it one of the greatest 

investment opportunities for users.

EARNING MECHANISM

Conditions

Hold at least 20 million $PINU to obtain rewards on a daily basis.


If investors meet the conditions, they will be able to claim $BNB 

incentives up to 4 times/day

Your reward amount is fluctuated by

Your $PINU balance

 $PINU price

 $PINU trading volume

 Market volatility


NOTE: After 60 days from your last claim, if you don’t go to the 

PizzaInu DApp to claim your rewards, they all will be 

immediately contributed to the Liquidity Pool through smart 

contracts.

Tokenomics

Burn
40.82%

Presale
30%

Liquid
20.58%

Marketing
8%

Presale Fee
0.6%

Buy/Sell Tax: 5%/10%

PizzaInu token

Symbol:

Name:

Max supply:

Network:

Contract:

PINU

PIZZA INU

100,000,000,000

BSC (BEP - 20)

0x9C98b676c1b068A1D9c1AADDC44443efF0715De7

Beyond the limitation of a meme

Build a digital economy with $PINU tokens

We’re taking $PINU step by step into the global pizza industry. 

Those who work directly in this field will immediately profit from 

this policy to support and promote the growth of world cuisine.

Easy, convenient, fast and economical payment with $PINU

 Get a 20% discount on the total amount

 Accumulate bonus points and cash it out or exchange other 

items

 Use $PINU as a traditional currency to purchase anything 

you like

 Integrated with other payment services: Airbnb, Uber, 

Dubai’s Emirates and Xbox, etc

IPO plan in the US in 2025

Focusing on serving customers is our #1 priority to enhance the 

value of PizzaInu and better the user experience. With great 

support from our community and financial potential from 

investors, we’re preparing and working hard to launch an IPO in 

the US in 2025.

Roadmap

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Phase 4

Website & Social launch

Smart contracts development

KYC & AUDIT

Whitelist competition

Launch on PancakeSwap

AMA Events

Renounce Ownership

Listing Coinmarketcap & 

Coingecko

Airdrop & Giveaways

Poocoin & dextool banner ads

Newspaper publications

Social networks influencers

NFTs released

CEX listing

Wallet and Dex

Update new roadmap

FAQs
 What’s PizzaInu

PizzaInu is a meme project built on BSC with auto-added 

Liquidity & auto-burned $PINU tokens mechanism. This is an 

innovative initiative operated by an internationally experienced 

team to bring investors an incredible opportunity for investment 

in the crypto market.

2. Why PizzaInu?

The market is on somewhat dismal days, so we want to start a 

funny project to raise the attitude of investors. Besides that, we 

have observed the trend and rapidly caught up with it in the 

belief that this will be the basis for the long-term growth of 

PizzaInu.

3. How to earn more $BNB with PizzaInu?

To be eligible for $BNB incentives, you need to own at least 20 

million $PINU. Therefore, you can make more $BNB by holding 

more $PINU. In other words, your reward will be proportional to 

the amount of $PINU you’ve purchased. And of course, you 

should grab more $PINU as soon as possible while it’s still at a 

cheap price.

Disclaimer

The information supplied on this document does not represent 

investment advice, financial advice, trading advice, or any other 

sort of advice and you should not take any of the whitepaper's 

content as such. PizzaInu team does not recommend that any 

cryptocurrency should be bought, traded, or held by you. Do 

conduct your own due diligence and consult your financial 

advisor before making any investment decisions.


PizzaInu team will attempt to maintain correctness of 

information presented on this document. We offer all 

information as is. You acknowledge that you are accessing any 

and all information available here at your own risk.


